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Product Sponsors:  Xyron & My Minds Eye 
 

This is a project that will surely make peoples heads turn!  The best part is that even though it looks great, it is 
really quick and easy to do…you get the best of both worlds!!! 

There are really only 3 stages to complete this project. 
• Print the images of your choice using the Xyron Design Runner.  I used images #4-Celebrate, #8-

Friendship, #12-Live, Laugh, Love and #13-Memories from the Starter Disc.  Using scissors or your 
trimmer cut your images into small blocks. 

 
• Using the Bohemia paper, cover both sides of your Bazzill 5” Chipboard Squares and the backs of you’re  

My Mind’s Eye Bohemia Titles.  Add pictures of choice using your left over paper as mats and accents.  
Accent with Bazzill flowers using the Bohemia gems as the centers for bling…gotta love the bling!  Add 
printed images. 

 
• Decide how you would like to stack all your parts and pieces together.  You will want to line up a couple 

at a time and put them in the order you want them to sit when the album is complete.  The We R 
Memory Keepers  Crop-A-Dile punches through all this chipboard like butter!!  Use a Binder Ring from 
your office supply store to ring all the pieces together.   

Here is the sequence I used in my album:
-Swirl transparency die cut (brown) 
-Smile title 
-Page 1 
-Friends title 
-Transparency Frame (cut off right side to 
fit album) 
-Page 2 
-Play Title 
-Page 3 
-Swirl transparence die cut (white) 
-Sun Kissed Title 
-Paisley transparency die cut (white) 
-Page 4 
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Tip: 
The Xyron 2” Adhesive Runner 
(Cheetah) works really good for 
adhering your paper to your 
chipboard squares.  You can also 
run each piece through your bigger 
Xyron machines for edge to edge 
coverage…perfect tool to have on 
hand for all of your mini book 
creations. 

Tip: 
The gems are self adhesive, so you 
don’t need to glue them to the 
center of your flowers, but the craft 
glue dots work really well for 
attaching your flowers to the album.  
Be sure to let them hang off the 
edge of the page…super cute effect. 

Tip: 
Use the Heidi Swapp Distressing 
Tool on the edges of your pages and 
titles for an amazing finish for this 
album.  Add ribbon of your choice 
to the ring binding.  Tie the ribbons 
in bows AND knots rather than the 
knots that we usually always do.   


